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Story: 
D 
ory's =~~ ==...::.;:.:= 
INTRODUCTION 
Ever since Eugene Vinaver published his edition of the 
of Sir Thomas Malory (generally known by the title 
apparently given it by its first publisher, William Caxton), critics 
have disputed the interpretation that governed his editing. Vinaver 
based edition on the "Winchester Manuscript," discovered in 1934, 
contending that Morte Darthur was written as a series of eight 
separate "tales" and has therefore nothing that resembles the com-
prehensive structure of a novel, a play. or even a simple romance. 
based his argument on features of the manuscript, such as expl 
cits and decorated tters marking tale divisions, and on inconsis-
tencies of plot and characterization. 
Several critics have taken issue with the use of the manus 
as an argument, pointing out that some of the explicits are weak 
and that at least one of Vinaver's divisions is almost nonexistent. l 
As always with handwritten material, there is also the problem of 
the reliability of the scribe. Vinaver's stylistic judgment is open 
to debate as well. I have found, on first reading and subse-
quent study, that characters speak individual styles, which are 
strongly affected by the narrator's tone. The appearance of dif-
members of the cast generates subplots does not 
fere the structure of the drama of Arthur's reign. 





tram de Lyones, is 
subsequent sections. serves as an alternate 
ing on S 
previous and 
through 
to important characters. as a c 
Lancel f strengthening pos on as protagonist of ~~~ 
to 
assumes a comic mask, drawing on 's 
sympathy and sense of humor and revealing very human characters, 
so that the solemn and tragic tales that follow can develop dramatic 
ion. 
s survival as a popular work is 
enth-century English literature, and one of most 
ent versions of Arthurian legend all Malory chose 
material well, and relates in a style that combines a 
graceful medieval formality with the earthiness of everyday English. 
The "Tristram de sit section is particularly casual, both 
structure and in narrative style, which allows for a wide ty 
of dialogue. study of the literary context within which Malory 
wrote, and the way he used or neglected conventions of the time, 
reveals the importance of dialogue in the Tristram material as 
serves to unify the entire 
I 
HISTORICAL CONTEXT: ~~LORY AND THE FIFTEENTH CENTURY 
When Malory wrote ~~~ _~~~, he was compiling material 
the legends of Britain that had been continuously popular 
for several hundred years. He was one of many, England and all 
across Europe, who collected and selected stories of King Arthur's 
court and translated or retold them; he was one of several who 
attempted to weave them into a single coherent romance. Gonnot 
France and Fuetrer Germany wrote similar works within a few years 
of Morte Darthur's appearance, although the versions were not 
published as widely as was Malory's. Morte Darthur also incorporates 
the story of Sir Tristram de Lyones, which originally had 
to do with Arthur but eventually included connections with the 
Round Table. The prose Tristan was probably the most popular of 
all the Arthurian romances in the late Middle Ages. 2 
The fifteenth century saw a boom in the popularity of prose, 
after several centuries of preference for poetry. Arthurian legend 
was, fact, available mostly in prose form; Malory probably 
worked mostly from prose sources. 3 European aristocracy supported 
the form, and the English followed suit, joining the craze for re-
vvritten and translated prose romances. The Amadis de Gaula in Spain, 
David Aubert's French ~=--=~-=~,and Orlando innamorato by the 
on,p.6 




Boiardo were among the most widely read works during 
century.4 The patrons favored stories with the of 
documented history, and condensation of material into a manageable 
one-volume text became a high priority. So although Malory had few 
English examples after which to model his style, he was working 
strong traditions of both form and content. 
Malory incorporates a great deal of dialogue in the text of 
=-~_ Darthur. In order to understand his characterization, it is 
necessary to analyze the speech of the large group of characters 
whose words much of the story is told. Such study reveals more 
vidual traits than Malory is often credited with providing, and 
also explains the structure of relationships between characters 
upon which the drama of Morte Darthur depends. I have chosen to 
work mainly with the middle third of the book t which focuses on S 
Tristram de Lyones, because the leisurely pace and casual tone of 
the narrator in this section allow for reporting of details on a 
scale precluded by the heroic spirit of the first part and the awe-
inspiring mysticism tragedy of the final few tales. It will be 
helpful first to discuss some particulars of fifteenth-century conven-
tions for the writing of dialogue. 
Several forms of discourse were common and !intermixed fif-
teenth-century English prose. Characters could speak in direct 
discourse, with varying degrees of narrative intrusion the 
voices. They could speak singly, or they could chatter in unison, 
sometimes with large crowds delivering extended paragraphs. 
collective form is very common in Malory's contemporaries. 5 Mark 
(New Haven: 
, Malory: Style and Vision in Le Morte Darthur 
University Press,1975),p.16. 
5 
describes c discourse as a s ous abandonment 
ividual identity for group identity.6 Indire discourse, 
t enhances the conformity of characters a group standard 
diction when or does adopt the character's ind 
vidual s ech traits in relating dialogue; he sees lack of fI 
of re istic dialogue" as a problem, at least for 
ssions of distinct characters modern reader, in forming 
MaloryWs work.? This is ss true, however, the Tristram section 
than the of the work, and I think he states the case too 
strongly for the,~~~ ~~~~ 
that the characters all sound 
as a whole. "problem" is not 
, but that because content of 
the s ech generally observation instead of opinion (as pointed 
out by Lambert himse in a later chapter), we a fairly 
the speakers. The appearance of conformity is streng-
thened by our distance from fifteenth-century speech, which makes the 
characters sound more like each other than like us. 
in many fifteenth-century works has insights that 
the character lacks, and indirect discourse can lead to narrative 
intrusion on an irritating scale not handled carefully. Malory 
does better that re ct than most of his contemporaries. 8 The 
e ode in which Tristram assumes the name "Tramtryst" illustrates 
's ility in handling the relationship between 




switohes back and forth be 
or, 
6 
to adopt narrator's omniscient int 1 of 
of other characters. t instance of happens at the 
moment 
for 
introduces If to Angwyshe, 
daughter's med aid. 
"I am of the contrey of Lyones, and my name is Tramtryste 
"So God me helpe," seyde kynge Angwysh, ': shall have all 
helpe in londe that ye may have here ••• n 
And then he told s Tramtryste •• • (pp.287-288*) 
••• 
The story continues for several pages, as Trystram/Tramtryste recovers 
from his wound with the help of the expert ode. When he ready 
to go home, the , impressed with his abil ies but distressed 
news that "Tramtryste" has been Marhalt's murderer, demands 
that reveal his identity and lineage. Tristram, a speech 
s attributed to nTramtrys ,n explains the situation. The king 
answers with expressions of surprise and forgiveness. next 
spee is back the mouth Its Trystrames," and so he is called 
the rest of the book. 
Some critics see the period of transition from middle English 
into modern as a time of uncertainty with regard to sentence struc-
and vocabulary. the most styl tically self-conscious 
writers could not handle complex sentences smoothly because of 
a controlling pattern of usage in these matters: that 
to s ,and accepted standard for the emerging 
ample subordinat , the use of pleonastic ing) 
sonal pronouns, and inconsistent use of relative pronouns were some 
"* The Works of Sir Thomas Malory, Eugene Vinaver,ed. London: 
Oxford University Press, 1954). All references to pages Marte 
=-~~~ refer to on. 
( on: 
7 
of the more common of fifteenth-century c ss 
handling comple~ sentence structure. The trans from ind ct 
to direct discourse causes a spe problem; the word "that" usu-
ally signals the change, but fifteenth-century writers do not always 
stay with indirect discourse after they have indicated A switch 
in opposite sense can occu~; Schlauch illustrates with this sen-
ory: If'S ,'he sayde, he saw nothynge but wap 
and wawys wan.'I1.e."IO lVIalory handles most of his trans ons of 
course gracefully. however, which is due in large part to his 
forward prose style. By keeping his sentences simple, he avoids the 
problems that frequently befuddle his contemporaries. 
Lambert terms "confirmation" the device of repeating a charac-
's words in the voice of the narrator, or vice versa. Constant 
use of pattern leads the reader to expect and approve of 
the charac and trust his speech if the narrator confirms it. A 
character whose d ogue lacks confirmation by the narrator will be 
judged by the reader subconsciously to be less trustworthy 
average. The oft-cited medieval demand for historical accuracy 
(apparent in Malory's frequent reference to tithe Freynshe booke") 
would heighten the sense of integrity in a character whose 
view e coincides with that of the narrator. I would extend 
of 
th point to include confirmation between two important characters 





spread throughout the story, allies them and 
integrity in the mind the reader. 
and 
8 
Stock phrases were favorite the 
century. They established a standard, identifying characters with 
or roles, much as dialect in a modern novel identifies 
a character with class and geographic location. Both narrator and·· 
characters in Morte use them freely. There are stock des-
criptions of battles (nand he smote the right and to the lefte lt )., 
introductory comments such as "So God me helpe," and phrases suited 
to certain common situations. ("Kepe yourselff!'~) 
Field discusses the distinction between the formal/re ctful 
"you" and the informal/contemptuous "thou," which modern English 
has lost, and he concludes that. "by Malory's time, the 'thou' of 
intimacy was probably rather old-fashioned."12 Thus the use of "thou" 
reveals characters' attitudes toward each other, and frequent use of 
the word leaves and impression of arrogance. This may be illustrated 
by the observation that in the Tristram section, where the characters 
are at the most formal, the only character who thou-s people re-
peatedly King Mark. "Thou" is used almost exclusively in moments 
of anger, or when someone is addressing a servant, as Tristram some-
s does with Governayle. 
Formality in any narrative gives keys to characterization, and 
Malory is no exception. Lambert sees it as another normative factor, 
using the conversation of lovers as an example. 13 However, some 
characters handle formality better than others, and Lancelot is the 
only one, at ast in the Tristram section. who is consistently 
successful in this regard. Tristram, Malory's favorite knight, 
12 ( P.J.C. Field, Romance and Chronicle Bloomington: 




clauses. King Mark 
monarch is at least 
9 
s 
more complex than a series 
miserably, (though we can 
to sound formal a good 
lapsing o angry oaths and exclamations. 
s, cannot 
of 
assume that a 
of the 
Most of Malory's characters, and even narrative voices, 
) 
s@eak in shortt fairly simple sentences. The deviations identified 
by Schlauch can make characters seem more logical (Lancelot) or 
verbose (Angwyshe and other royalty), especially when rearrange 
the common order of phrases to leave the essential statement for the 
, which Malory attempts mostly in short sentences. The device 
is an English adaptation classical Latin style. Another favorite 
class construction, which Malory's characters use rarely, the 
of a long modifying phrase between subject and verb; some 
writers the sentence's original ction. 14 Malory 
seems to have preferred, for the most part, a more colloquial approach 
to ish prose, thereby avoiding the complications of ambitious 
construction after Latin models." Lambert consider$Malory's dialogue 
to be as consistently complex as his narrative voice, which detracts 
from individuality in favor of consistent style and character 
bility. A closer look at particular sections of the book -- espe-
c tiS Tris Lyones fl -- shows that a many 
ons, short speeches, and clums organized spoken sentences (as 
ed to the clearer organizations the narrator's own language) 





and see Malory and the fifteenth 








ever, lVIalory to ze and ladies. 
d gives the re strong s to pers 
ties op sympathies with and opinions 
characters. habits of speech, such as 
Tristramfs oaths, 's vulgar ssions, Lancelot's c 
logical explanations, Guenever's exclamations, and King Angwyshe's 
use of negative phrasing. habits are not wholly limited to 
those -- subh concentration would make the romantic gen-
and into comic caricatures but they do help us to 
recognize individuals. 
an on "Dialogue and Characterization Chaucer 
ory, n Schroeder analyzed an exchange between Lancelot and 
Guenever order to discover why Guenever seems so en~gmatic to 
and how she different her model the French material. 
Her illogical demands (why didn't Lancelot do better by Elaine 
Astolat, she wants to know, having that this potential 
rival has been rejected by Lancelot) force readers to explain the 
s her conversation by inventing the mental image a 
cious, s young lady. !cot, by contrast, almost 
never sion interfere with speech. Thus we perceive a char-
almost coldly control of his own emotions. Schroeder 
most characters in medieval romances are e expl itly 
dravvn or over. II some characters 1 Guinever and 
,p.60 
z and 
Ages: themse d 





up to a 
.. 16 
Much of Maloryts humor based on diction. Irony and 
statement sometimes result when "the fundamental 
of se ion, If as s in speech, is mis 
situation typical of Malory, but unusual in his c 
ot's nYe sey we to the woman has just tried to 
thIs "Damse your charge to me a 
This 
merc maiden who ads him on his debut adventure, exemplify 
this subtle, humorous twist of knightly speech. 
s. 
Malory's charcterization may be hidden from a twentieth-cen-
tury 
tury 
by the unfamiliar sound and lling of fifteenth-cen-
Yet he is ss concerned with Lat grammatical 
features than are many of his contemporaries~ and he uses the d 
ferences between formal and c oquial English to differentiate 
individuals. The same true of stock and confirmation: 
Malory uses the conventions his time spec effects, 
which include individualizing characters at some points and ident-
them with groups at others. the section entitled "S 
de ,n he creates distinct characters by using some 
common devices. 
R. Schroeder, "Dialogue and Characterization 





ending. The se 
groundwork for the 
s some characters reappear other 
c 
s, such as ot, , Guenever, the Orkney 
; others, such as Tristram, ode, Dynadan Lamorak are 
ioned outside middle section. on 
latter group done the voice a c 
or, who cand reports conversations and idents 
some of these characters more memorable 
stylistically formal counterparts in 
also takes this 




Mark to behave childishly. 
s use of the conventions scribed Chapter 1 this 
de from them, he b the 
of Lyones" and its function in the context 
as a There ss narrator confirmation and 
s frequent use classical mode of syntax; c course 
almost entire Certain ock phrases become assoc 
with characters. There more room for humor, 
si tuation~.and in style; Dynadan, the =.:::...;:;=.:::. 9 S own, 
an 
sions of 
We can form some 
because of the re 
s-
s punchy, speech and personality, as the focus 
of the section, makes casual narration eas Malory seems to have 
closer to Tristram than to any other character. He even breaks 
into the story personally at one point, olating the otherwise con-
sistently detached narration of the Morte Darthur. After a lyrical 
description of Tristram's prowess as a hunter, he asserts that "all 
maner jantylmen hath cause to the worldes end to prayse s Trystram 
and to pray for his s Ar~N, SAYDE SIR THOMAS MALLEORE."(p.506) 
Were such commentary inse~d in the Holy Grail section, it would 
give the reader a violent jolt. But the Tristram section is 
with characters who remark on each others' attributes and behavior, 
and its narrator reports frequent vulgarities of dialogue. Tristram 
himse is a man of quick emotion and sharp-tongued witt so Malory 
and his narrator can afford to be irreverent. 
Malory's informal style in the Tristram section can depart far 
enough from that of his contemporaries that he sounds more like a 
twentieth-century novelist than a fifteenth-century weaver of ro-
mance. At one point, he reverses narrator-controlled discourse 
form, owing character voices to intrude collectively: "So they 
sente unto hym and prayde that stronge knyght 'to te us his name,' 
and whethir he were of kynge Arthurs courte other nat ... Malory could 
very we have stuck to indirect discourse throughout the sentence. 
The direct quotation simultaneously lends credibility to the nar-
rator and brings characters closer to the reader, reducing the 
formality of the prose. 
Confirmation is an element in Malory's style, and 
it is noticeably lacking from the Tristram section. Arthur and 
lot s re e others' 
e s of length and s vocabulary, but 
rare receives such nor do the rest of 
in his of Arthur and Lancelot contains 
many instances of rhythm and that echo other. One 
lot's and Arthur's mutual reinforcement occurs 
during a conversation the midst of the tournament zep. 
"So God me one of Arthur's s, and at 





God ," seyde kynge Arthure, "that was unknyghtly 
as so good a knyght, for I have harde many 
you a curtayse knyght.n 






God helpe me," seyde sir Launcelot, may we 
hym nat myselff." 
minimal c , but there so little obvious re 
tition among the characters in this section that this instance 
st . out. A second the exchange between 
strengthens relationship. 
"How now? t seyde ir IJauncelot unto kynge Arthure, 
rydyth a knyght ~ playyth pageauntes. n 
"So God me helpe," seyde kynge Arthure, "ye se 
day two knyghte.s shall do here wondirs. n 
(p.56J) 
words "yond and "that" are used for different functions 
two, 
two sentences, but they, along with "knyght(es)," serve to 1 
two characters that use them, singling them out from 
knights and ipat the t 
As echoes between Lancelot and , very 
c the Tale , e en 
or be en and parts of 
a s of For 
lot and a character, S , are the of a 
oody when o1,ving occurs. 
"Now let be," seyde s , "I was from 
the thou were made knyght, s Raynolde, and also I know 
thou arte a good knyght, and 
"Gramercy,"s s 
say as for me and my 
you, that 
ar not s Kay. WI 
I were to s the." 
your goodnesse, 
, we woll nat be 
we know youre name; for we 
that, be as be may. ye shall yelde xou 
'MTO~'~, and loke that ye there on Whytsonday 
hir as presoners, and sey that s Kay sente 
(p.200) 
such as "loth" and "yeld us [or "you"] unto," along a 
host of examples, constitute a standard vocabulary of knight-
hood. standard is still good "Sir Tristram, n but is not 
so reinforced; individual diction is more noticeable than 
class distinctions. 
The large cast characters =::::....::;.::;. Darthur s some 
knights with favorite phrases and exclamations. the opening 
and closing series of chapters, se are often stock phrases that 
identify knights as members of a class. In section, 
however, certain characters use s phrases that come 
assoc ind personal s. Everyone seems to say 
you once or twice, but 
versation without it, probably because he 
can hardly hold a con-
always challenging 
someone to a verbal or physical duel. The narrator even mimPs the 
habit. s was so hurte he was passynge hevy; and 
wyte you he bled passynge sore. It (p.579) King Angvvyshe 
gives negative twists his statements. straightened 
out Trystramfs name and , he del speech: 
liS 0 
dud as a 
your quarre , and 
do. Howbehit I 
worship but 
~Jff and my ky.nne. 
, flI may nat sey 
was youre parte to do 
your worshyp as a knyght sholde 
you this contrey with me 
se many of my barownes and 
(p.293) 
sentences are constructed around the obvious negative "nat. 1I 
Angwyshe o dis a c se onsciousness overworking 
formal The first holds content the whole 
s , everything from "as was youre parte" onward being con-
within the idea of a knight sholde do; Angwyshe c 
cates speech, with negatives and redundancies, perhaps an 
to sound impressive. King :Mark does just the opposite, us 
exclamations and ou-ing pe frequently, a 
temper. Palomides, amid his abundant de of verbiage, 
of addressing others as "fayre lady, n f$ knyght," "fayre 
these s ch habits are not obvious at 
reading, they contribute to both humor characterization, giving 
us on individual onalities. 
Some characters in istram section make only brief 
ances in other parts the if they are included at 
continue throughout the varying s 
tic consistency , Dynadan and 
omydes are characters who ( 
Gawain) but do the rest of book. 
s throughout, but the middle section s 
of poss by more s 
d 
s ne a 
even to be a 
to Galahad. refle 
s, quent 
of s echo. 
an amus character. re 
a favorite 





s s Alysaunder,ffrome such f . For I kut away 
my hangers I wolde do her any suche pleasure!" (p.480) The 
c on of courtship between and la Beale 
about , during which a of exclama-
tions and brief ies establishes they were made for each 
other. "So there was love betwixt them, II :Malory concl udes, 
moves on the next event, a fray between Alysaunder and 
two foes. Such s Alysaunder the object 
, as he at first sight, with an amazing 
efficiency that echoes Tristram's brevity. 
Perceval, who will be second to Galahad in the success of 
quest Holy Grail, knight, strong gentle. 
Or t, so he seems ion with monks and damse 
in of the quest. myst mood of the tale brings out 
high spirituality of the Round Table, which is reflected the 
, courteous, cony,ersation. Perceval says to a 
maiden who helps , "What ar ye that proferyth me thus so grete 
s?" He prays frequently, and he comports himse 
saintly and throughout the Grail st. 
Before launching the quest, acquaints us with the more 
adolescent Perceval, with the "s tale. 
He sne are 1 
at the Cardycan, Agglovale's squire with 
see on ovm. He finds Persydes, a 
loosens his comrade's bound hands, a 
us , beware! yondyr commyth a knyght woll have 
ado s cries. hym com: II Perce responds, 
with an for combat that puts a sharp edge on saintliness. 
Two later, he and Ector get into an argument about who 
because of wounds inflicted by the other; sounds 
icularly courageous. And then the soon-to-be devout Perceval 
es into some fairly strong language, ing remaks with flA, 
!U and "So God me hel ~n (p.60J) This earthy image serves 
as humanizing groundwork for the impending mysticism the Grail 
e ode. 
Humor plays a large role in the middle section. of ;;;.;0.;:;.':::-':;''';;;;' ;;;;;;.=~= 
Benson describes this as a "lively, isurely account 
Arthurian chivalry its variety,1I 18 and ogue 
becomes important in creating humorous tone. Some of the humor 
I ironic comments that the characters make on each others' 
behavior. For instance, the amiable ,deserted by his com-
rades in a tournament, te Isode, "Madame, I had a grete buffette, 
and I suppose I gaff , but non my fealowys, God thanke 
hem, wold rescowe me." (p.540) The ironic "God hemn 
the unknightl s of his iheroic companions. 
As leaves , he a message for 
on, p. I 
. . . 
s 
vayge. 
s to the 
hym Vie am I 
, and delyverd 
am I rewarded • • • 
the fyghtyng 
frome ser-
Instead of S_ ... ~-.. l recounting incidents, Tristram uses the sar-
cast U vve am I rewarded," over and over 
clown of the 
fun courtly custom. scolds 
a long paragraph. 
a good knight 
_ always 
the hard way out. "And I may curse the tyme that ever I 
sye you, the worlde ar nat such knyghtes that ar so 
wood as ys s Launcelot and ye, sir Trystram." (p.379) He uses a 
graceful complex sentence to deliver the message, 're 
crazy, man!" One of his more famous s is his description of 
the knight by the we "And there he laye lyke a gren-
and nat speke, and his shylde lay by hym, and horse 
o stood by hym. And we I wote he was a lovear." (p.5ll) 
s commentary in another knight's behavior, which is common 
"Sir Tristram" but unusual elsewhere, a in 
, s language. The sentence, short and prefaced by 
casually personal "we I wote," is a classic punch 1 
omides might have been a villain, and 
Tris , but he is too comic to taken seriously. He tends 
long, convoluted s eches, stringing multiple clauses together 
and changing tenses midstream. also has chronic in-mouth 
ease. During theltJoyous Gard tt episode, he delivers the owing 
ntydyngsU two identities does not know, but 




kynge put s twyse 
sir Percivale delyverde hym, and at the 
Isode delyverde sir Trystram and wente 
this realme. And all whyle 
And this be trouthe," seyde sir 
omydes, "vve hastely of s Trystram. And as 
for to say that I love La Beall Isode , I dare as 
for to make od that I do, and that my servyse abovyn 
other and have the of my lyff~1I ( 507) 
Aside from the absurdity of the situation, Palomydes' speech 
amus beacuse of run-on, goss qualities. Notice the change 
from past to present -- "and at the laste tyme Isode 
sir Trystram wente clyerly away wyth hym into this 
And all this whyle kynge Marke is son" that resembles 
the a child exc recounting a story. wordiness 
(nas for to say . . .I dare make good") robs him s 
ness and cred 
The lightness tone in us de Lyones U 
ows ory to use stylistic devices for charcterization. 
se cts the conventions that can he differentiate voices, choosing 
direct ourse over indirect and deviating from formal grammar 
give characters idiosyncrac of speech. stock phrases also 
ome associated with individuals, attaching tags to a few important 
onalities. re can be both izing and humorous~ 
(]haracters who in other parts of Morte are seen from 
a angle. And a parade of characters unique to the 
sect adds c or and depth to the of Malory's 
I 
AND 
Our on to as a s shows 
to liodas, h father, to save life of the stepmother, 
who has to poison adole c 
own 
on , Tristram argues with king. 
seyde yonge Trystrams, "Geff me the lyff of your 
, my stepmodir. 1I 
"That unryghtfully asked," seyde 
thou oughte of ryght to hate hir, 
with poyson, and for thy 
be ded." 
the kynge Melyodas, 
she wolde have 
moste my cause 
liS ,If seyde Trystrams, "as for that, I beseche of 
your mercy that ye woll forgyff And as for my J:-'o.J.. """ 
God forgyff and I do. And lyked so muche your hygh-
nesse to graunte me my boone, Godd f love I 
you to holde you promyse." (p.279) 
not exactly in s God, 
same time it is unclear whether stepmother has en 
absolved as suggests, or whether ff forgyff 
I is meant to indicate that is 
s. "I you" a strong phrase 
to his and king in a formal setting. His 
not preceded by any form of address, which is espe 
ss 
e Malory cons places attribution sen-
en an introductory word or e and body of 
("Sir," seyde kynge 
gyffte I you." --p.456) st for a be 
by a respec ss, as does speaking 
,,·S gramercy, kynge I you •• 
(p.456) tead, Tristram leads off 
, IV 
st. an , for ss economy 
ze spee book. 
his of madness, Tristram becomes downright 
out in the wilderness, a giant threatening a 
knight by a herdsman, who appeals to tram to 
yondir knyght! It lpe hym, " Trystram replies petulantly, ready 
to on his duty as a knight. (p.373) He does wind slaying 
giant, but his handling of the ident can hardly be 
courteous. 
Throughout his tale, s Tristram speaks in short, s 
sentences. He rarely de more than two or sentences 
together; does, they are generally interrupted by extra 
attributions. This comparative 
simplicity: 
long speech shows his syntactical 
"Nat my counceyle,n seyde s Trystram, "for I se by 
the pavylouns there woll be four hondred knyghtes. And 
doute ye ," seyde s Trystram, "but there woll be many 
good kn~ghtes, and be a man never so valyaunte nother so 
bygge but he may be overmatched. And so I have seyne knyghtes 
done many, and whan they wente bes to have wonne worshyp 
they loste hit; for manhode is nat worthe but yf hit be medled 
with wysdome. And as for me," seyde s Trystram, "hit may 
happen I shall ke myne owne hede as we as another." (p.521) 
e out of these four consecutive sentences are broken by the 
narrator's "seyde s Trystram,n something that rarely happens in 
speeches by the more sophisticated Lancelot. Even omides, who 
no more sophist but is certainly more verbose that Tristram, 
ts away with l~nger stretches of uninterrupted s echo Moreover, 
's spee a series of independent clauses, 
subordinations and no relative pronouns. The 
"conclusion\' is what sounds a standard "for 
manhode nat but yf be medled with wysdome," does 
any words (or even a idea) from preceding 
1 s of 's ose j 
style. 
Throughout Lancelot speaks courteous t in 
long, we organized paragraphs. so well known for his cour-
tesy that appears disguised a tournament, he recog-
by his spe "Anone s Trystram undirstood by his one 
hit was s Launcelot • • ."(p. 1) 
loses his temper, he speaks lengthy, logical sentences 
and uses nthou" sparingly. When omides ps 
of knightly behavior heat of success at Lonezep, Lancelot 
se 
to sound like Tristram but control by the end the 
clause. 
Vvyte thou we thou haste done me this day the grettyste 
despyte that ever ony worshipfull knyght ded me in tourne-
ment othir justys and therefore I woll be avenged uppon 
the. And therefore pe to youreselff. (p.547) 
ends ly but calmly, with the more courteous "youre-
1 avenged uppon the." The 1 tone 
introduced fore, Of probably lot's favorite , shows 
that ssed his anger. After omides begs mercy, 
excess, delivers a we onstructed 
forgiveness. The general simpl ity and reliance on 
s a tightly constructed ech sound 
this st ogue, and some 
characters do better than others. lot s c 





by "thou, If but by the end returned to 
c "youreselff." stays II 
"thy." 0 from the "therefore youre-
formula, usually f (as 
and description 
touch, " us 
rocky relationship s that 
his career. 
ot are asked to knight a man, 
which the authority re They 
ing ogue that can 
re styles. ( ) asks lot 
in a that I pick up the 
you," seyde Beawmaynes, "geff me the Order 
me name of ryght, and of 
kyn ye 
"Sir, ye woll nat over me, I s I tell you 
name." 
Nay, s ," seyde s 





hit be opynly kno~~. 







hym the Order of Knyghthode; and 
for to departe, and so folow 
then S Tristram!s procedure, s 
place while he is traveling incognito Ireland. 
And suddeynly s Trystrams ran unto squyre 
-- his name was called Ebes Ie Renownys -- and prayde hym 
hartely no v~se to te his name. 
"S ," seyde Hebes, "I woll nat discover your name but 
yf ye commaunde me." 
Than s Trystramys asked hym what he dede in this contreys. 
"Sir," he seyde, "I com hydir with s Gawayne for to be 
made knyght, and yf hit please you of your hondis that I be 
made knyght." 
It 11, awayte on me as to-morne secre ,and the fylde 
I shall make you knyght." (pp.289-290 
he does, without further verbal exchange. 
is not surprising that Gareth says much more tharl Hebes, 
cause he is the focal character If the tale which his ing 
s place. However, Tristram's knighting of Hebes 
because Isode overhears the conversation and begins to suspect 
Tramtryst not just your average knight. He has only one spoken 
whole episode, which consists of his usual short, inde-
pendent clauses. He does respond, as Lancelot does, to rea-
sons by the candidate for request knighthood; there is 
no speech of welcome, only a command and a promise. Instead 
of that begins each of Lancelot's sentences, 
launches 0- single sentence with the cryptic and ss formal 
This important step in Tristram's progress to the magic 
Ie of supreme is dispensed with in a few s 
efficient lines. 
Lancelot's manner of speech ce situations cons 
and Tris , and this cons tency serves 
to 
cas 
a s on s to c 
cornered Gawain and 
sar-
the sentence a s dec 
address II 
may well," seyde s 
my lorde s Gawayne, and me lyste to com 
we , 
thys caste 
than ever ye wan \~Jn me and quene more 
batayle." (p.83?) 
and s disrespectful to re 
toward s, but s same 
of conc organizat characterizes Lancelot I times. 
individualizes and s I 's 
ode seldom when she does, her are care-
organized; logic echoes the even-tempered s on 
Lancel "'S Palomydes,' seyde the quene, 'I wote nat 
is your desyre, I woll that ye wete, howbehit that I 
large ,I thought non evyll, nother, I warne you, none 
I do. t II (p.319) She a woman to reckoned ; her 
s are by comoplex speech patterns. 
c ss o complements s tendency to arrogance 
excess enthusiasm. gently s at 
lady verbally his be half; by so do he o creates a 
balance tones among , Isode, Guenever, 
I 
Guenever rarely Lyones" section 
she does, mo often acts as a tached 
at t speaks 0, an 
occas When who is one 
s 
1 s 1 
com to nyght, e 
, rI am sure that ye to youre ladyes bedde, 
Elayne, by whome gate Ht (p.592) Of course, a bedroom-




the carious network of human re 
eventually topple and leave Camel in ruins. 
onalities relating d ogue, Malory engages 
re 's sympathy with the characters whose 1 fate and human 
addi tbnJto add ibil create climax of the ory. 
text, casually real tic and individualized 
dialogue ItS de IJyones" reveals amusing and attractive 
whose fate re matters, for personal reasons. 
attention to his complement, S Lancelot becomes A 
by the most developed character 
gentleman and the hero take stage, and stylistic as we as 





's use ogue and d ct ech 
of' rvlorte the 
n as 
Lancelot, and of' the book 
ones n an more c 
s 
s both the beginning and the The 









re ionships among characters 

























some s ) 
en 1 s 
c s s. 
version knighthood, 1 
c hero. ough 
at s close 
to ss s 1 
is gentleman 
occas s as 
some s language 
moments SSe 
including t . 1 • !-C'K" ma erla verSlono~ lng 's X 
story, ory extends the knightly deportmant 
boundaries of lot and makes them access to 
humorous tic ogue. Cornwall and 
be j tV.fO more ne kingdoms (as they are the more 
tightly-focused twentieth-century novel versions, for instance), 
are populated ople who speak, fact, the most 
of any group in the book. They 0 conform to the c 
standards diction established Malory's early tales, us 
s phrase, attempts at monarchical formal ,and a great 
many ssions derived from Christianity. Many, including S 
Tristram h ct characters Camelot, so 
zations of sec on only 1 
examine it with a magnifying mirror that out over-
the more grandiose style bo 
's readers s to grasp the more 
as we OVI them through the mystical pursuits and 
re 












and highly emotional style. two 
s of ssion c 
works we between Tristram and lot, too, re ion. 
lowing 
Tristram 
to bring knightly do\vn to earth. cause 
admired by the narrator, similarity to 
s reader's sympathy for her cause, he 
tension between Lancelot and Guenever that develop later. 
Lance's confirmation by Arthur, which involves word choice, 
length, speech length, and rhythm, also 
posit ,as protagonist. The fact that continues during the 
sec confirmation otherwise rare, sugge 
ory intended Lancelot and Arthur to in spite of the 
lighter narrat tone. Lancelot is Arthur's only stylisic support 




a istic standpoint, the"Tristram 
c ive factor in establishing 
the story Camelot. 
pervades fifte entury 
as 





of Caxton's ogues and editions. The gram-
ition from middle o modern 
use of re 
s. Malory stays away c 
livering long, 









are s by an is to ot, as 
to stram or Guenever's ech to abbey nuns 
lot. omides, course, 
de his outbursts are 
toward simple or 
re s a ox, not an 
, on the other s a statement, 
his point across c accom-
process a s we 
cause his logic, would seem dignified c 
I v, including twentieth century; he is the morelpo the f\ 
" century because of the of Latin-based style among-
can fODmal structure, but generally avoids 
particularly true the tram section, the 
narrator more interested in entertaining readers than in impre 
them. reserves his be formal s lot's 
, which gives complex sentences extra impact in moments 
Some characters who attempt speeches, such as 
s An~¥yshe, overreach limits coherence and 
up sounding pompous or even foolish. 
No 900-page fictional should be without comic reI 
even if s best-knovm the history of a 
's treatment of the "matter of remained 
through c s. one a great many ace 
of the Round Table story; its popularity must be attributable to 
more than just content. answer : it is an 
I a thing to Malory's e straightforward, 
32 
e c on ons, 
eva 
upon f S C 
s to of 
se 's or to some clo\"ffis 
moments that would be compatible 
a s these details ose 




omides without his ho syndrome be 
love-inspired ; Dynadan without 
o 's entourage. 
off the quest 
common weakness. 
been accused 







Perceval could we 
showing us his adoles 
more when it 
neglecting to ze 
the narrator seldom comments 




men he's ever met. add on, the have e 
them use s of s 
the 
complex 


















c romances any 
to 





















over # s searet suc-












some sources t as version 
cons 







s on a 
d. 
those who are 
ar of 
dialogue features ividual characteristics 
v some the more on-
s ct word choice. 
and organization. and c 
as ss oaths exc to some 
standards of courtly d establ the 
s serves t'J their stature as ipants 
recre on individual makes them rs 
re ose the story. 
lot's ech changes 1 
sophisticated, well organized. and moderate emotion. while 
one around been altered to some degree. the soc 
ored "S de 
" rests s idly at hub of courteous lism. 




as a c 
comes to be born) 
shows 
Tristram 





ly own section; 




1 se ies show d d s 
c 
and 1 re onships 
The se s Camel 
a king somewhere Ages to the access 
from 's court to 
soc re s o an s that ows 
details ogue not c heroism 
sec mystic and tragedy the last. 
Such the. ionlof 
cl by 
adth and value are to the story by means of 
logue. 
serves as extension II 
S" se s lot's pos as 
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